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Jack Bedell

Dream: Blue Glass

Last night, I was back on my grandparents’ land 
              dragging a pellet gun around like it was 
                               summer and I was young enough 

to have all day doing it. In this dream, 
                 there were so many things that needed 
                                 shooting—copperheads lying on rocks 

along the creek, blue jays squalling in the scrub oaks, 
               bats diving against open sky—
                                but I wanted blue glass stacked 

on an old tractor with the sun dying 
               behind it. I carried that want through 
                               the whole night, just praying 

I’d find a bottle to set up on the nose 
               of my grandfather’s tractor, catch it 
                              just right between its label and cap 

with my shot, so I could see 
                rainbows spray all over 
                                the ground off the shatter.
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Jack Bedell

Maunder

I would love to live in a town 
              where they only built roundabouts 
                             if there was an old oak growing 

where they’d like the roads to cross. 
              I’d love to live in a town that was 
                              a little less like a Flannery O’Connor story, 

a place where people felt free to sing 
                wherever they were, and where there was 
                               plenty of porches to sit a spell. 

I’d cook big meals in that town and teach 
                my dog to walk next to me without a leash. 
                              That place would smell like fresh rain, 

no doubt. And there’d always be 
                 a steady breeze without it meaning 
                                a storm was headed our way.
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Paul Jones

My Life as a Scorpion

began in darkness.
I was my own light.
The glow from within
was all I needed. 
The faded blue-green. 
The subtle pale blend.
By that I could see 
and almost be seen.
My sting, a shining
poisonous lantern,
first coolness then burn,
was all I brought you—
the fire of knowing
what was soon to come:
your body swollen,
soft, sweet and tender,
before the hungry
tearing of my claws.



Paul Jones

My Precious Death

I haven’t been giving it enough
thought these days. Not like I did before.
Then every cough, every ache
flashed like a damn police car
demanding that I pull over,
that I present credentials to show
my organ donor status, my official
photo, my blood type, insurance—
the whole circus show of identity—
as if that was who I was, who I am,
who I will be when I’m laid out
and made ready to be laid down.

In the mirror, last night I saw the skull-
faced cop behind me. He had one hand
touching the brim of his dark and silver hat
and the other, yes, I saw it, on his gun.
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Francine Witte

I Turn, and Another Year

Is about to pop up on the screen, telling me
to go ahead and grab a beer and this ought to be

good. Ha! You said that last year, universe 
And look where we are. Not that plagues and 

terror regimes haven’t dotted up our whole stupid 
history. This is the job of the human, 

to start out lost and find the sign pointed home.
But if I could speak for all seven billion of us

I’d guess that maybe we’d be happy for one quiet night.
No victories on the horizon, no being the top 

of the food chain, because, in truth, we really
aren’t. You take a bear, any bear, for example, 

give him a rifle, a house, a debit card. Guaranteed
that before you turn around again, he’s got you

sprawled on his cave floor. You are nothing now 
but trophy, your mouth wide enough to hold

an apple, a gasp, a wish for another good year. 
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Francine Witte

Parking Lots are Where They Keep the Sheep Now

After the cold stopped being cold. After we had to stop burning things. Burning anything. After
we gave up our cars. After the sheep wandered into the town looking for food that wasn’t dry as 
hard pearls. After we tried to eat the sheep but cooking got too hot and we were not strong
enough to pull apart their sinew. After we looked at one another seven billion times and said it’s
you, no no, it’s you. After we didn’t even need the wool because we didn’t need sweaters and
also, we could cut off our own hair to knit them with if that were ever to happen. After we 
pushed the leftover car shells down to the dry patch where the lake used to be and left them to 
rust or die or whatever it is that cars do. After the sheep kept banging their noses against the
window screens because maybe they thought we had coldness or food when we didn’t have
either. After we roped them together and walked them down to the parking lots with the open 
storefronts that were gaping like mouths that can’t even scream anymore. After we left the sheep
and never spoke of them again. After, even we, became after. 
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Francine Witte

Things
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My life is filled with things. Red things, square things. Things I sit on. Things to help me eat. 
Things are everywhere and since they are, I can’t escape them. One time I tried. Tried giving up
things for an hour. Said to myself, don’t look, don’t touch. I tried turning myself into air, a 
breeze, a waft across a lavender room. When that didn’t work, because how could it, I realized 
the things had won. Only one way to go. I had to become a thing. I sat down on my sofa-thing. I 
called out some words, which are also a thing. Told the world to come get me, use me to scrape a 
potato, use me to paint a wall. Do whatever it takes to make the want of me grow in your eyes. 
For me to be the thing you need. 



Natalie Marino

Morning

the question is
a ghost hanging
from the ceiling
dry flowers
still on the side table
the tired moon
not listening
to one more note
being is unbearable
until dawn rises
over ocean water
the winter
folds on trees
snow’s quiet song
plays on the tin roof
old meadows
still breathe leaves
sand prisms are suns
there is no more
needing an answer
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John C. Mannone

Ode to a Necktie

Your silk touch
could soothe soft
as words that I’m
trying to say; smooth,
not ones that snag
like a cheap tie.
I rehearse the words
in front of the mirror
as I tie the Windsor,
perhaps the broad
symmetrical knot
will distract them
from my grimace
but it presses into
the lump in my throat.
I undo it; try again,
the length of the tie
must be perfect, its
triangle tip cutting
the buckle of my pants
in half. I am undone
walking into the cold
outside, into the stiff
breeze, but the black
tie looks good against
my starch-white shirt
and pallor of my face.
Now, I am ready too
   to say those words
          over your
                grave.
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Amanda Auchter

Gift Left During a Thunderstorm

You tucked the wool
into your brown coat,
rucksack, old suitcase,

the sharp chaff of hay 

on your clothes. In another country,
you walked cobblestones

with your wife, holding

the skeins, thinking of me. 
This was the ember
you blew into, our orange

sparks in all our midnight skies.
I wasn't thinking of you. I weeded

my garden, slept with my husband.
There was no longer a you
I slipped into my nightgown, ran

across my lips. I had abandoned

all our old tricks: your hands
full of white blooms, my dark blinks.

                             But you returned 
with your bright heat, a forgotten 

memory, stood at my door, drenched 
with the thunderstorm’s sad omens. 
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This was your offering: 
two skeins of wool, rain-blue, 

ties wrapped like new lovers.
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James Owens

First Myth 

Is it fair when every sunset 
an ancient crow that the earth's 

rotation has nearly worn down 
to a sparrow unfolds his speech 

in so many black leaves 
from the crest of my house 

to speak a new sky? 
Sometimes the day sinks 

blazing below waves. 
Some evenings stagger 

with foamy lights. Midnight, 
I tear a hole in the dark 

and peek at God, there, 
where he flaps and caws.



Paul Ilechko

Fill the Silence

The summer silence       a dry hostility 
within the crackling whiteness of glare 

I stand there lost in tenderness     all
cropped and shaven in my frequency 

once    you kissed my fingerprints    stole 
them from my hands as I caressed you 

I later heard you’d left them in the trash
no longer having use for them 

and this is why my hands are smothered
in heavy wool       even on a summer day

when sweat runs down my neck
and pools    salty and tasting of blood

at the base of my spine    as I lift
my arms    and point my covered fingers

at the trees     dragging from the throats
of birds       a song of rarest melancholy.
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Silvia Scheibli

Samba in the Sierra Madre

                      San Blas, Mexico

Samba sounds
spill over opalescent sand
rising to jaguar sky islands
like empty hands
sleepy with last night’s dream

Combing the moon’s gold-speckled hair
Sierra Madre mountains
in an ultra violet jacket
with foggy collar
drift in a thermal haze
shifting the afternoon’s music
from the Malecon
to Bay of Banderas
where snowy egrets & angular frigate birds
open the sleeves of bamboo palms
buttoned down by a breeze
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Silvia Scheibli

Duende by the Sea of Cortez, Mexico

                              Puerto Vallarta, Mexico

I am surrounded
by sun-baked palm fronds
& lime green iguana willows
on a golden river bank with bronze flower spikes.

I hear Orange-fronted parakeets
with azure eyelids like islands in the sea
screech near fire opal bromeliads.

At the Sea of Cortez
where Mayans & Aztecs wrote their visions 
on black granite boulders in feathered fields 
with pythons tangled in branches above pictographs 
I sense the ancient language
delineating decades of struggles
to work corn & bean fields
to free the land & wear it like a poncho
across heart & shoulders.

Wearing the land like music
in hands, lips & legs,
they treated the dirt like a dance
sharing days with barking dogs in the dust of the road
& greeted each morning like tropical kingbirds,
with a screech at sunrise.

At night asleep in the cloud forest
death ignited their dreams
of opalescent orchids whose beaks like scarlet macaws
awoke the sleeper inside - 
the one full of pride in plain dirt
reborn & newly etched each morning.
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Silvia Scheibli

Iguanas and Dogs

           Chichen Nitza, Mexico

Pre-columbian astronomers & priests
gathered in civic plazas for ceremonies - 
addressed entire populations.

Carried limestone
for building materials
wore a sacred cast
of wind god, water god, rain god.

Human hearts fed
to symbols on stucco &
colorful paintings
of jaguars - the revered beings
of sophisticated astronomers of their time.

Mayans still prosper.
600,000 descendants live &
speak Mayan today.

Indigenous cultures
with brick & mortar structures
for socializing in plazas
stand today 
made of
native limestone &
Spanish architecture.

Plazas as
literal & political centers
principal streets
churches
four universal paths - 
heart, mind, action & spirit.

My question is
are iguanas & dogs still sacred?



Silvia Scheibli

En El Dia de Los Muertos

19

When the Sphinx moth calls 
we go to meet her

voice of hushed mandolins
& scent of hallucinogenic 
pale moon flowers

there was a time when we spelled her name
like water falling
on a primordial evening 

when she waited alone
missing us

now when she calls 
we carry a simple bouquet of understanding

she will ask us
for our long,
eternal life
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Silvia Scheibli

Ode to Iguanas in Nayarit

Parakeet green & coconut-clawed 

            iguanas
                                bask in 
                                                        dream-filled palms

         taste melon sun-light

                                              & tout spectacular tails

                     as their heavy Mayan eyelids

                                                                                   stay motionless

                                                                                                                       eternal
                                                                                                                                          divine



Patty Dickson Pieczka

Song For a Missing Year 

As our lives hang at half-mast
these plague-eaten months,

hungry hours chew themselves,
fold their shreds into months

until day and night are estranged,
and even shadows are confused.

Remove the noose 
from the day’s throat

and let our bashed hearts
and broken hands 

heal until our fingers
pluck music 

over these hills, 
and our city’s bruised streets 

breathe deeply
to sing the next note.
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Patty Dickson Pieczka

Hidden Music

There is only
this ghost-filled wind playing across
the flute’s mouthpiece —
a snake’s rattle.

I’ve lost the melody
that translates blackbirds 
and plays the colors sunrise turns
while night packs its bags to leave, 

plays truth rising from earth's marrow,
the sound that heals bandaged souls
and carries us to a place 
soft as a held hand.



Patty Dickson Pieczka

Argument 

My words try to walk to you
but splinter to the floor.

Your voice bristles
through wired air.

The sound scrubs past,
scratches my skin,

fills me with shadow.
I catch a barbed word,

crack it open
to find its seed —

this sparkling prism
of tear.
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Andrea Moorhead

A Kind of Unsung Novel

Strengthening the wind on page two, the column width has been reset, I’ll slip in ten more spaces,

the one caught under your breath, a sweet mint light when you speak, but page three is wandering

out of control, the syllables jammed together, no one is speaking now, hushed, huddled, hungry for

the next paragraph, but a rustling in the rocks, a stirring in the brush by the back door, nobody

remembered to cut it back last fall and it grew and grew, multiplied its seed, threw out tendrils every

time it rained, and when page three appeared, everyone gathered around, around what, gathered

around where or how, but you don’t know if the stones are slippery tonight, or if the waiting waves

have frozen onto the black, shiny sky.



Following the Threads

                                                  for Rose

But the disappearance didn’t happen in that manner, it was a matter of changing rooms and 
changing windows and changing staff, but the disappearance didn’t follow the usual course, it wasn’t
laid out in that way, she said, not in that way, but along a vibration leading to a storm, a subtle
detection of waves, more a fluttering than a sliding, less a cascade than an abrupt fall, tubes and 
wires, monitors and the windows were brilliant, shining night, shining day, she didn’t see it happen
like that, she wasn’t there, she didn’t have anything but a telephone, voices arriving, voices departing,
and the disappearance took place fifty miles from where she was, fifty miles and she couldn’t see the
road, couldn’t imagine the pinpoint of light marking that spot, because the disappearance made no
sense, it wasn’t a matter of tubes and monitors and people, it didn’t make any sense, and faces come
and faces go, despite the refraction of light, the reflection of mood, the kindliness or indifference of
others, the color blue, the color red, no color, all colors, and she waited by the phone, waited for the
voices to come, the voices to go, the night to complete its cycle, the day swinging in before she 
realized that the disappearance had happened, and not in that manner, and not before the voices or
after.
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Andrea Moorhead

Where the light had struck the ground

26

It was a flower she planted many years ago, a small yellow iris in the back corner of the yard, there

weren’t many houses then, the back street was mostly field and the lots hadn’t been surveyed. She

wanted the iris to flourish and the back corner of the yard was often moist, but sheltered from wind.

She moved large stones into a semi-circle, the only formal touch to her garden. The early snows

caught on the fence, ran the rails with streaming light. When Christmas came, she strung tiny blue

lights on the fence and the iris glowed a soft petal-light. As she became old and infirm, the garden

went wild, and the iris disappeared. Before she died, we found the iris again. It had spread out

beyond the stones and all along the fallen fence. A garden of wind and rain, blue snows and the

searing heat of an inland July. 
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Andrea Moorhead

Split-Screens

It was a white night, sirens in the distance, no one else out, dimness translucent, cobalt patches

where eyes linger, and the rain against the windshield, you are speaking too softly, there’s no need to

whisper, no one else is out, it’s a white night just like before, when we left abruptly, pulled the car

along behind us, windshield sweeping the rain, you haven’t looked at this in years, landscape of

divine presence, the sight of coral and turquoise light, it’s the ocean far off, absence of horizons, 

eyes lining up the trees, silken in the waves, you’d better fasten your shirt, even wool lets in the cold 

if you don’t tighten it up just right, feet paused, the car still behind us.
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Andrea Moorhead

Watching the Mind

It could start again if we aren’t careful, if we don’t listen every time the window rattles or the

floorboards creak, it’s almost a pattern of recognition now, a fluttering of the pulse before 

something abrupt, and there isn’t any conclusion to be drawn, no images adequate to describe or fix

this fluid impression, wind vapor or mental haze, it’s all the same now, it could start again if we 

aren’t careful, if we don’t try to recall the first steps, the solemn progression of rock to sand, uneasy

swaying of the water at night; the cabin is perched on the low cliff, it could start again if we don’t

close the shutters when it storms, pull in the boat, it can’t stay in the water when lightning is so 

close, it can’t stay near us although we might want that security, a sense of anchors pulled quickly,

ropes taut and then again, it could start again if we aren’t careful, if we don’t listen and watch,

wonder and let out the wild tigers before dawn, before the solemn procession to sanity can begin

again, circling the night with its absolutes, its dainty preoccupations, its wanton falseness, bleached

and scaled, and we take a last run with the white wolves before we cast off, in the showering

incandescence of a million strikes.



Alan Britt

TWO POETS

     What happened to the two poets I call Mutt & Jeff? You call them what you like, but I call them 

Mutt & Jeff. Mutt grew so popular that he eventually lost a step or two. He purchased condos in

New Jersey & ate at white napkin restaurants, while Jeff was shunned for being blunt. In a culture 

that reveres fairy dust, one who speaks his mind, as Billy warned us generations ago, “will be 

avoided.” So, Jeff, isolated with obsessions that little by little burrowed into his poems the way 

larvae cauterize crabapples, or the way palmetto bugs strip forest greens & banana yellows from acid

free watercolors smeared & dabbed into space & time by refined horsehair—In any event, isolation

infused Jeff’s poems with habanero & poison oak. 

     The above is a fairytale but a tale of two poets in the Great Experiment struggling to survive the

trolling nets of the Empire. Two poets, living many lives before, in other cultures, other dreams, 

their ochre fingers charred on El Castillo Cave walls, etching & scratching DNA into whatever 

allowed them to survive. 

    Both men remember, forget, remember to forget, then some days nothing.
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James Miller

A Retreat

Yesterday
as we drove
into the southern
mountains
           
           the right horizon
           gloomed, silent.
           Agave and yucca

waited for rain.

                           Spout of dust:
           
           the spinning seemed to join
           brush in the middle distance
           to advancing, stony clouds.
           Impossible to catch
           the moment
                          this guest
 
loosened
and lifted its thumb 
from our earth,

                          thought to draw
                          itself in.



James Miller

Grass and Stone

I unloaded the first boxes, lifted them into the new house. 

Near sunset the woman next door
                 stopped to ask three safe questions, waited for three safe answers.

One Friday, I forgot to lower the garage door before going to bed. Next morning,
                the woman said, “I saw that you didn’t close up last night. Could be dangerous—
                               asking for trouble.”

Later that summer, I bought a new camera and spent several weeks
                learning its secrets. After lunch, I left the house with the camera hanging 
                             in its harness, bouncing on my chest. I let the camera capture whatever
                                            it could—unmoored, no hands.

I made sandwiches and sat to watch the playback. Flash of green
               and brick, truck wheel, azalea branch, leaf-strewn roof. The sounds 
                              were more interesting: hum and roar of cars, lawnmowers, 
                                             stiff wind. Spanish from driveway radios, saws droning
                                                            in workbench garages.

In those days, I had trouble sleeping. Mostly I stayed up to re-watch 
               Cronenberg horror from the 80s, or dozed through the neighborhood footage 
                               on my laptop. Sometimes I isolated the audio and listened 
                                              to the texture of my own footsteps crossing 
                                                             from grass to stone, 
                                                                              stone to grass.
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Tim Suermondt

LYRICISM IS LEAVING

She tells me she can’t do it anymore,
the state of the world has broken her.

I tell her the world has always been a mess,
a disgrace, but not every day, not every day.

“Don’t go,” but she does, her suitcase
with a large L on both sides dragged slowly

over ground we walked many times.
I retreat into the house, all the books leaning

a little left and right in obvious sadness,
my unfinished poems in my blue folder getting

restless, fearing for the future. I tell them
I believe she will be back when I start working

on the lines, the metaphors, the attitude
it will take both of us to pull off. Even at this

moment I see her returning on the train,
moonlight bathing her compartment in triumph.
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Tim Suermondt

DIMINISHMENT ISN’T ALWAYS PERMANENT

It even bounces back full-throated
to its grand self, when it’s least expected
with the sun surrounding it like a bodyguard,
announcing how beautifully the return
has been, how the rolling up of sleeves
will no longer be seen as a foolish act, 
how the promised land in the distance
has gotten a bit closer again, still vibrant,
its inhabitants waiting to usher it in as many
times as possible, extra plates kept on the dinner table.
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Diane Doty Averill

As Winter Slides into Spring 

tulips take a deep breath
of warm air
then a stroke of light
touches each in turn
and as they open purple,
red, and orange 
 my yard is on fire.

The Home Owner’s Association rules 
on house colors
---shades of grey and beige---
fly outside my vision. The neutered paint 
I bought in compliance
swirls into new colors,
comes alive, and my brush finds new ways 
as spring slides into summer

creates swarms of honey bees, a yellow flower
that sings soprano, green stars,
birds humming their aggressive iridescence,
a deep pink lily that laughs
among freckles and dew.

Completing the trim in crimson,
I dare anyone to throw paper missives,
mosquito-whine. I make my own rules,
I draw my own lines.
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Martin Willits Jr. 

Waterlilies

Light finds the water and the lilies 
and wants to touch them, 
see if they are real — lilies rising,

then, sinking into water at twilight, 
mere heartbeats — light rippling 
music and love and heart — 

lily pads floating dream-like 
in endless space. Light interrupts 
clouds ensnaring light:

waterlilies opening petaled mouths
absorbing light, praising light. Brush tips, 
barely touching the surface of light:

a silence always inside all silences,
the serenity of lilies
oozing on the pond surface.

The world narrows into a single moment.
All noise filters out, smooths outwards.
Rain drops one plop onto the surface, 

rippling and shrinking. We cross
the bridge into the Other World.
The secrets of light

crossing the imaginary boundary 
through the horizon 
where questions no longer exist.

Short-lived moments — the urging —
touches the ethereal, the untouchable
surface of silence. 

This textured moment, past green
mirrored surface, enters layers
and layers, unfolding light’s petals.
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My Father in a Noise-filled World

The world can be 
a silent place — 
noiseless birds 

stirring hushed leaves;
words moving strangely,
tranquil elements of surprise.

The world can be a silent,
calm storm no one hears
over a placid lake.

Unruffled words 
curtain an open window 
that wind stirs.

Such a quiet world, 
written by butterflies —
such a speechless world,

a place where words on lips 
unfolds secrets, 
one vowel petal after another.

36
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David Chorlton

Synesthesia: A Triptych

Springtime is the fire that lifts a mountain from the ground.
The earth beneath it flies
in scented trajectories. Yellow birdsong fills 
the air, and river waters ring blue against
their aching banks. Saguaro flowers bloom in a major key 
while doves address the light with perfumed calls.
Coyotes project bright voices
toward the sky, which is a tremolo waiting 
for a theme to begin in the buds
as they open to transform fragrance
 into the crackling at the heart
of every flame.
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Only the sky can hear
such cries as the coyotes hold 
inside themselves until
the time comes to release them. In the darkening 
moment the horizon
lifts a wing against the sun
a canine prayer flies toward the universe 
and turns to gold
between the stars.
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The mystery flower blooms without warning.
It breaks the desert silence in a key of red major
and whenthe tip of midnight’s compass needle 
points toward infinity
the petals open in the dark
and guide the lost ships in Heaven 
to safe harbor.
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Robert Moorhead

Glass 3 Lyric
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Arabic Suite
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Classical End
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Courtyard Vision
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photographers and birders alike. And as long as there is no border wall, wildlife will be able
to move freely along his unique Sky Islands Corridor, home of jaguars, bobcats, coatimundi,
white-tailed deer and javelin. This exceptional landscape is very valuable for forming fresh
Immanentist perceptions or way of seeing, that which Heidegger called 'Dasein.

Patty Dickson Pieczka’s second book of poetry, Painting the Egret's Echo, won the Library of
Poetry Book Award for 2012 from The Bitter Oleander Press. Other books are Lacing Through
Time (Bellowing Ark Press, 2011), and a chapbook, Word Paintings (Snark Publishing, 2002).
In both the 2012 ISPS contest and the Maria W. Faust Sonnet Contest, she placed first and has
had writing contributions in more than fifty literary journals. She graduated from the
creative writing program at Southern Illinois University. Her short play won first prize from
the Paradise Alley Players, and she received first place in the fiction contest at John A. Logan
College.

Andrea Moorhead, born in Buffalo, New York, is the publisher of the prestigious
international magazine, Osiris. Her most recent book is The Carver's Dream (Red Dragon Fly
Press). Her poems have appeared in journals such as Abraxas, Great River Review, The Bitter
Oleander, Phoenix, Poetry Salzburg Review, and elsewhere.

Alan Britt has been nominated for the 2021 International Janus Pannonius Prize awarded by
the Hungarian Centre of PEN International for excellence in poetry from any part of the
world. Previous nominated recipients include Lawrence Ferlinghetti, Charles Bernstein and
Yves Bonnefoy. Alan served as judge for the 2018 The Bitter Oleander Press Library of Poetry
Book Award and was interviewed at The Library of Congress for The Poet and the Poem. He
has published 18 books of poetry and served as Art Agent for the late great Ultra Violet while
often reading poetry at her Chelsea, New York studio. A graduate of the Writing Seminars at
Johns Hopkins University he currently teaches English/Creative Writing at Towson
University.

James Miller won the Connecticut Poetry Award in 2020. His poems have appeared or are
forthcoming in Cold Mountain Review, Lunch Ticket, The Atlanta Review, 2River, A Minor,
Typehouse, Eclectica, Rabid Oak, pioneertown, Juked, North Dakota Quarterly, Yemassee,
Phoebe, Mantis, Scoundrel Time, Permafrost, SOFTBLOW and elsewhere.

James Owens's newest book is Family Portrait with Scythe (Bottom Dog Press, 2020). His
poems and translations appear widely in literary journals, including recent or upcoming
publications in Atlanta Review, Presence, Dappled Things, Wild Court, and Honest
Ulsterman. He earned an MFA at the University of Alabama and lives in a small town in
northern Ontario.
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Tim Suermondt’s sixth full-length book of poems “A Doughnut And The Great Beauty Of
The World” will be forthcoming from MadHat Press in 2021. He has published in Poetry,
Ploughshares, Prairie Schooner, The Georgia Review, Bellevue Literary Review, Stand
Magazine, december magazine, On the Seawall, Poet Lore and Plume, among many others.
He lives in Cambridge (MA) with his wife, the poet Pui Ying Wong.

Martin Willitts Jr lives in Syracuse, New York. He is a retired Children's Librarian. He is
fluent in sign language and he has told children's stories from memory while signing. In
2003, he won an international library award for Children's Programs. He is an editor for The
Comstock Review, and a judge for the New York State Fair Poetry Contest. Winner of 2014
Dylan Thomas International Poetry Contest; Rattle Ekphrastic Challenge, June 2015,
Editor’s Choice; Rattle Ekphrastic Challenge, Artist’s Choice, November 2016, Stephen A.
DiBiase Poetry Prize, 2018, Martin Willitts Jr has 21 full-length collections including the
Blue Light Award 2019, “The Temporary World.”  His forthcoming book is “Harvest Time”
(Deerbrook Press, 2021).

Diane Averill’s first book, Branches Doubled Over With Fruit, (University of Florida Press)
was a finalist for the Oregon Book Award as was her second book, Beautiful Obstacles, (Blue
Light Press.) She has also had three chapbooks published. Her work appears in many
literary magazines such as "The Bitter Oleander," "Poetry Northwest," "Tar River," and most
recently “The Avocet,” “Cirque,” “Mom Egg Review,’ “Santa Clara Review,” and “Sparks of
Calliope.” Her work also appears in several anthologies. She is a graduate from the M.F.A.
program and taught at Clackamas Community College until retirement.
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